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Day 7

Day 7

Post a review content. 
Full requirements for each content type are on pages 16-19.

Write a review caption for the products. 
Add hashtags #Leafinty #SayNoToBottles #UnbottleYourGlow in the caption.

Do tag @leafinty and @leafintyofficial. Follow our Instagram/ Tiktok accounts. 

leafinty

01

02

03

POST TO AMAZON REVIEW
Suggested captions are on pages 11-15.

*Do let us know if  the 1-week deadline is too short for you.

After ordering via Amazon, we will send the PR package to your requested
address. 

RECEIVE LEAFINTY PR PACKAGEDay 1

POST TO INSTAGRAM POST REVIEW /
INSTAGRAM REEL REVIEW / TIKTOK VIDEO REVIEW

leafintyofficial

leafinty
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GUIDE AND TIMELINE
AMAZON REVIEW & INSTAGRAM/TIKTOK REVIEW

To be featured as reviews on our social media platforms & Amazon

https://www.tiktok.com/@leafinty
https://www.instagram.com/leafintyofficial/
https://www.instagram.com/leafinty/
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Leafinty started with a question: Are we able to reduce our
consumption of plastic starting with daily personal care necessities? 

At the very heart of Leafinty, we wish to do better. We were sick of
seeing all the plastic waste filling our bathroom cabinets. Hence, we
started creating personal care products that are both high-performing
and environmentally friendly. 

We believe in protecting the earth for future generations & are against
animal cruelty. Our products are designed to help save our planet from
single-used plastic waste. By using only recyclable and biodegradable
materials, we hope to reduce plastic consumption one step at a time. 
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OUR STORY

Live Sustainably, Live Leafinty. 
ZERO PLASTIC WASTE PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS
THAT ARE KINDER TO YOUR BODY & OUR PLANET.

 

OUR PLANET, OUR FUTURE

https://leafinty.com/


We work with amazing manufacturers to formulate our products using
various patented ingredients. Harsh chemicals and toxic ingredients
have no place in our daily routines. Personal care products used every
day should be ethically made only with natural clean ingredients.

FORMULATED WITH HEART

We are not just committed to sustainability in our choice of clean
ingredients but also in our packaging. 

We only use outer cartons made out of paper & cardboard from a
manufacturer that is Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC) certified &
printed with soy ink.

OUR COMMITMENT TO
SUSTAINABILITY
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A solid shampoo and conditioner bar set that is created for itchy, dry, and
dandruff scalps. It is sulfate and soap-free!

The bars contain lots of nourishing Shea Butter, Cacao Butter, Coconut Oil, and
Vitamin E. It helps calm and soothes touchy scalps and makes hair hydrated,
softer, and easier to manage.

One bar is the equivalent of 3 liquid hair wash bottles and is great for up to 75
washes. No more plastic bottles!
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SOLID SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER SET FOR DRY AND ITCHY SCALP

Formulated for itchy, dry and dandruff scalp.

SHAMPOO: 
Sodium Cocoyl Isethionate, Tapioca Starch, PEG-90, Butyrospermum Parkii (Shea Butter), Coconut Acid,
Behentrimonium Methosulfate, Cetyl Alcohol, Aqua, Hydrogenated Coconut Oil, Sucrose, Sodium Isethionate, Sodium
Methyl Cocoyl Taurate, Parfum, Sodium Chloride, Citrus Aurantium Dulcis (Orange) Oil, Panthenol (Vitamin B5),
Polyglyceryl-4 Laurate, Coco-Glucoside, Maltooligosyl Glucoside, Hexamidine Diisethionate, CI 19140, CI 17200

CONDITIONER: 
Cetearyl Alcohol, Cetyl Alcohol, Behentrimonium Methosulfate, Hydrogenated Coconut Oil, Butyrospermum Parkii
(Shea Butter), Theobroma Cacao Seed Butter, Polyglyceryl-4 Laurate, Parfum, Tocopheryl Acetate (Vitamine E),
Hexamidine Diisethionate, CI 19140, CI 17200

FULL INGREDIENTS

https://leafinty.com/
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100% SOAP-FREE 
& PH 5.5 BALANCED

NO SULFATES, WAXES, 
SILICONS OR PARABENS

EQUIVALENT TO 3 BOTTLES 
OF LIQUID HAIR WASH

HELPS CALM & 
NOURISH TOUCHY 

SCALPS

MAKES HAIR HYDRATED, 
SOFTER & EASIER TO 

MANAGE
 

COCONUT OIL SHEA BUTTER CACAO BUTTER VITAMIN E

Featured 
Ingredients

https://leafinty.com/


To fully maintain the moisture balance of your hair, use at
least 2-3 times a week.

Massage the conditioner into your locks
until it foams. Leave it on for approximately
1-2 minutes.

After shampooing, slide the conditioner bar
evenly over the ends of your hair. Place the
bar down.

Thoroughly rinse off the conditioner. It will
feel super lightweight on your locks!
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How To Use Shampoo Bar?

How To Use Conditioner Bar?

To fully maintain the moisture balance of your hair, use at
least 3-4 times a week.

Place the bar down & lather shampoo into
your hair until it starts to foam.

Wet the shampoo bar & your hair in the
shower. Swipe the bar several times down
your hair from root to tip.

Rinse & repeat if necessary. Suitable
for daily care.

https://leafinty.com/
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Super Foamy Formula!

S01 + C01 Bar Set For Dry/Itchy Scalp

EQUIVALENT 
TO 3 BOTTLES SU

LF
AT

E & SOAP-FR
EELA

ST
S UP TO ABO

U
T75

WASHES 1 B
A

R
 E

QUALS 3 BO
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Full Range Of Hair Bars
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SUGGESTED CAPTIONS 1
YOUR ALL-IN-ONE

I have had dandruff for about five or more years & it has continually embarrassed me. I hope this

isn’t a fluke but by the second time using this combo of bars I noticed way less flakes and my scalp

stopped itching!!!!!!! I used it today for my third trial of it and my scalp feels so comfortable! It has

been itchy every day for YEARS! I hope to God it keeps going like this because it is just SUCH a

relief to have this win! I don’t even know how I stumbled on this stuff but I hope they never stop

making it! I wish I had taken before pictures! It’s incredible! I also have dandruff on my eyebrows

and I used both the shampoo and conditioner on my eyebrows today and they already look soooo

much better after the first time doing so! So praying this lasts and isn’t a fluke! So far I’m loving it

and with each use things get better! Warmest, warmest huge thanks to the makers of these little

hair bars! Even to have no flakes and itchiness for a day is huge for me! I’m so grateful I found this!

Oh and I should mention I used both Head and Shoulders and Ketoconazole shampoos combined

and they did nothing for my dandruff and itchiness! And my hair would get so bristly and dried out

with using those!! These bars leave my long hair feeling soft! Just love them! Thank you so much for

making them! Worth every penny!

Editing to update: it wasn’t just a fluke, these bars have completely gotten rid of and kept away my

5-6 years of dandruff! I still can’t believe it! I’m using it now on my child’s dandruff too and already

seeing improvements after only two times using it! I highly recommend these bars and I thank my

lucky stars that I stumbled on these and decided to try them & keep trying them! By the way I had

the dandruff on my eyelashes and eyebrows too and I use these bars (just put some on my fingers

and rub in) on them too and for the first time in years I can see without tiny flakes in my eyelashes

and when I rub my eyes, dandruff doesn’t rub off onto my face! I know it’s probably T.M.I. but I’m

writing it anyway in case it’ll help someone else out there with the same problem. I love, love, love

these bars and will keep on using them, hoping they never stop making them!

To be featured as reviews on our social media platforms & Amazon

This stuff is magical! I’m so glad I stumbled upon it!01
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So, I'm slowly trying to reduce single-use plastics wherever I can. I decided to try sulfate-free
shampoo and conditioner bars because the common store brand in a bottle that I had been using
was giving me an itchy scalp. I was hesitant at first, but if you follow the instructions on how to use
the bars on your hair, they lather up just fine. It's weird using a bar, at first, but I honestly love the
way my hair feels after using this combo. I have fairly normal hair, but a little skin sensitivity. My hair
feels clean, but also really light after using these. No itchy scalp, either. I loved the the idea of a
hanging pouch for the bars since our tiny shower has limited shelf space!

I was spending $78 on shampoo- one for my color treated hair that helped keep it soft and
moisturized, and one with charcoal and peppermint to help with my itchy scalp once or twice a week.
The routine was working but holy crap did it hurt my wallet to spend that much.

This bar is a million times better. It's cheaper, it smells AH-MAZING, and it's plastic free. It also really
does help my itchy scalp and makes my hair soft and shiny. I'm obsessed. It also lasts much longer
than the other shampoo bars I've tried. I'm sold.

FINALLY a shampoo that works to solve my itchy scalp issues!04

I’ve been looking for a good shampoo bar for a while. I used castille soap bars briefly but they left my
hair feeling like an oil slick. I tried a different brand of shampoo bar and it made my scalp very itchy.
I have now finally found what I’ve been looking for, these shampoo and conditioner bars are
fantastic!! My hair is soft, glossy, bouncy, not the least bit oily, and no frizz. They totally blow other
shampoo bars, and even traditional liquid shampoos, completely out of the water. And they smell
great too!
I absolutely LOVE Leafinty hair bars, I also use their body wash bar and am very happy with that too.

Best shampoo bar!02

Reducing plastic use AND makes your hair soft!03

SUGGESTED CAPTIONS 2
YOUR ALL-IN-ONE

To be featured as reviews on our social media platforms & Amazon
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I purchased the two bars set in my quest for zero waste, and I have to say I absolutely love them -

I've gotten so many compliments on how healthy and shiny my hair (waist long, straight blonde hair

- dyed lighter every 6 weeks) looks now, and my scalp which used to be itchy and dandruff-prone

has completely cleared up.

I will say, the scent isn't strong on either bar - my hair doesn't smell bad, but I'm used to the

heavily fragranced products, and these definitely don't leave anything but a clean hair scent - and

while they are conditioning, and I feel my hair get silky after applying the conditioner in the shower

(I really apply liberally), I do use oribe leave-in conditioner to really get the ends moisturized and

soft.

I will say I feel so much better about how many bottles I'm keeping from landfills, and I swear by

Leafinty now - excited to try out their body wash bars next.

Swear By These Now!05

SUGGESTED CAPTIONS 3
YOUR ALL-IN-ONE

To be featured as reviews on our social media platforms & Amazon
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I was in the market for a shampoo bar to combat dandruff so that I could switch to something

natural, vegan, and good for the environment. So I did my research and found this bar set by

Leafinty and I am so glad that I did. I've been using Head & Shoulders for years but it left me with

lingering itchiness, dry patches on my scalp, and frizzy hair. This shampoo bar has been a godsend

that has combated all of those problems! I was skeptical at first, but I noticed a difference with my

first use. It smells amazing, lathers well, and my scalp feels healthy and normal for the first time in

years.

Wow!06

II have been dealing with an itchy scalp for over a year and I've tried multiple products, but this is

the first one that's worked. I have washed and conditioned my hair twice since the products

arrived. I noticed a big difference after the first shower and my itchy scalp is entirely gone after

the second shower. I'm so happy I found something that works!

No more itchy scalp!07
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I decided to try this shampoo bar because I started thinking about all the plastic bottles being

tossed out from beauty products, and I was hoping this would at least be decent quality shampoo. I

am SO happy that I decided to give it a try!

It's a small square of soap that arrives in a paperboard box. I did try to cut a piece off of the bar, as

I had read reviews that said doing that will help the rest of the bar stay dry and last longer, but the

bar began to crumble where I was cutting it, so I stopped. To use, I simply wet my hair in the

shower, swiped the bar over my hair several times, set the soap aside in a protected dry spot on

the edge of the shower, and scrubbed my scalp. It actually had a very slight lather, which was more

than I expected, but it softens your hair as it cleanses, so the shampoo is distributed easily without

requiring a big soapy lather. I have full, very thick hair that all my hairdressers have commented on,

and I had absolutely no issues working this shampoo into my hair. I let it stay in my hair for a

minute or two before rinsing, and let me tell you, the moment I began rinsing my hair, I knew this

shampoo was good. My hair immediately felt light and soft. I almost didn't even bother with

conditioner. But I went ahead and sprayed my typical lemon juice/vinegar/water solution onto my

scalp, finished my shower, and rinsed again. My hair was silky and light, with absolutely no residue

afterwards.

My house has very hard water, and I've felt all those mineral deposits begin to weigh down my hair

over time. But this shampoo cleaned my hair right up and it's feeling normal again! Furthermore,

my sister buys fancy, expensive brands of shampoo when she visits and leaves them at my house,

but I will be getting rid of those as this shampoo bar is infinitely better than the latest brands she

left.

They claim that one shampoo bar is equivalent to 3 bottles of shampoo, and based on my first

experience with it today, I believe it. Also, I tried Leafinty hair bars because I've had scalp issues

since childhood and wanted to see if it helps. I will update my review when I'm at the end of my bar

to see if this shampoo helped over longterm.

Surpassed my expectations on the first use; I LOVE this shampoo bar!08

SUGGESTED CAPTIONS 4
YOUR ALL-IN-ONE

To be featured as reviews on our social media platforms & Amazon
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Some time ages ago, I started trying out shampoo bars for traveling purposes. As I am a light packer

and my international trips were lengthy, that 3 oz. bottle of shampoo was never enough for a 2+

week trip. Around the same time, I also started to care more about the ingredients in my beauty

products.

At the time the only options you had for shampoo bars were the LUSH brand, which had a lot of the

same chemicals I was trying to avoid in commercial shampoos. The other option were soap-based

brands like Chagrin Valley and J.R. Ligget's. These are tough options if you live in an area with hard

water. I used the soap-based brands for nearly a year and got tired of the ACV rinse and eventual

gunkiness that would require me to then clarify every other week. It also just made my hair dull.

Traveling with this method was not ideal either as water can even be harder in other countries. The

last straw was when my scalp started to have dandruff and LOTS of it and itchiness. Turns out that

using a basic cleanser followed by an acidic rinse isn't ideal for my skin.

So I went back to more natural versions of liquid shampoo for a couple of years. However, recently

during a 2 week international trip, my preferred shampoo spilled everywhere the beginning of my

trip and so I revisited the shampoo bar possibility.

I am SO glad I found this particular brand. When I saw that it was not soap-based, I had to try it. I

got these Leafinty hair bars as I have oily scalp that starts to itch second day post-wash. This stuff

lathers and rinses out well like a commercial shampoo and I don't have to use an ACV rinse. My hair

is bouncy and shiny like I would expect from a regular shampoo. Despite the fact this shampoo

lacks typical dandruff shampoo chemicals like tea tree, zinc, tar, sulfur, etc., I have no dandruff

and no itching even on the third day post-wash. Something about his shampoo slows oil production

that I'm solidly able to wash my hair every 3.5 days. I'm stoked this has made my regular hair

routine significantly easier with the added bonus that I don't see spilled shampoo in my future

travels.

Very Impressed, Helps Soothe Scalp09

SUGGESTED CAPTIONS 5
YOUR ALL-IN-ONE

To be featured as reviews on our social media platforms & Amazon
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Tag and Follow
@leafintyofficial

@leafinty

Hashtags
#Leafinty

#SayNoToBottles
#UnbottleYourGlow
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INSTAGRAM FEED POST
REQUIREMENTS OF A

2 Photos 
with your face

and the products
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Hashtags
#Leafinty

#SayNoToBottles
#UnbottleYourGlow

Tag and Follow
@leafintyofficial

@leafinty

INSTAGRAM REEL
REQUIREMENTS OF A

About 30-40 secs
Insta Reel
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INSTAGRAM STORY
REQUIREMENTS OF A

Amazon
Product Link
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TIKTOK VIDEO
REQUIREMENTS OF A

Tag and Follow
@leafinty

Hashtags
#Leafinty

#SayNoToBottles
#UnbottleYourGlow

About 30-40 secs
Tiktok Video

https://leafinty.com/


MOODBOARD FOR
INSPIRATION
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FOR VIDEO CONTENT 1
SOME INSPIRATION

Why you should try a
Leafinty shampoo
bar?

Bars are better! As
compared to bottle liquid
shampoos.
By switching your liquid
shampoo and conditioners
to bars, you can save about
12 plastic bottles a year. 
 33 litres of water and $40
saved!
9 different formulas for all
types of hair. Lots of
delicious foamy lather.
5.5 pH balanced, soap-free
and no sulphates!
Leaves your hair soft &
silky smooth.

3 things I wish I knew 
before trying a
shampoo bar

#1- There is an option for
every hair type. My
favourite is this set...
#2- Make sure the bar is
soap-free, pH balanced,
sulphate-free! This way
you do not need worry
about the "transition
period."
#3- Shampoo bars save
both space and money!
The bars from Leafinty
lasted me about 75
washes. 

My scalp was itchy
and dry, if you have
the same struggles,
keep watching

This S01 C01 Shampoo and
Conditioner Set by Leafinty
solve the root of my issues.
I saw a difference in my
scalp within a week!
It's made with nourishing
Shea Butter, Cacao Butter,
Coconut Oil and Vitamin E.
A little goes a long way.
This helps calm and
soothes my touchy scalp 
I don't find my scalp to be
itchy any more.
Also makes hair hydrated,
softer, and easier to
manage.

https://leafinty.com/
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FOR VIDEO CONTENT 2
SOME INSPIRATION

Hi, I'm a full-time
travelling content
producer.

Here's how I shower while
travelling.
My shampoo and
conditioner bars are from
Leafinty.
They are sustainable,
vegan, climate neutral
brand.
And the only brand I would
ever use because of how
much my hair loves it and
the Planet.

✨Take a sustainable
shower with us! ✨

Tip: Lather the shampoo
bar in between your hands
before applying to hair.
Apply conditioner to the
ends.
Silky smooth 😍
Amazing results!!

Asthetic Video
No need captions
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https://emojipedia.org/sparkles/

